
This tutorial will show you how to use Deadline to remotely render your Blender project using
DMA’s computers.

NOTE: DMA currently has Blender version 4.0.0 installed on our machines. If you are trying to
render from a different version of Blender you might get errors.

—--

First, if you are working from your personal computer, follow the instructions in the tutorial for
setting up Deadline. If you are on a DMA machine it should already be installed.

—--

Ensure the “Output Properties” and “Render Properties” in your Blender file are set to what you
are wanting to be rendered.

NOTE: If you are trying to render to a video file rather than a PNG sequence, Deadline is set up
to divide up the work across multiple machines. You could do this and have it send you the
video in multiple video files, or you could set it so that the whole thing renders on one computer
remotely (this is potentially risky as the longer one job works on one computer the more likely it
is to be interrupted and fail)

—--

Save your .blend file to your subfolder in the Renders folder, which you can access either via
cloud.dma.ucla.edu, or, if you are on a DMA machine, is in the ‘net W://’ drive you can find in the
File Explorer.

Inside this folder you’ll see other DMA users with their own folders, and if you don’t already have
one you should make your own.



This is where you will save your .blend file. It’s a good idea to also create a subfolder within that
to have your rendered images go into so that your main folder doesn’t get disorganized

—--

Now you open the Deadline program and you will see this screen.



The top-left window is a list of submitted jobs, which you can click on and then see how they
were distributed into separate jobs to be sent to computers to be rendered in the top-right
window. The bottom window shows a list of the currently available computers.

—--

To start a Blender job, on the top toolbar click Submit > 3D > Blender, and you will get a window
popup that looks similar to this:

(this window shows settings for Cycles CPU rendering)

The fields you want to pay attention to are:
- Job Name

- Put something descriptive here so that you know what it is when it appears in the
long list of jobs

- Group
- Select “blender”

- Blender File



- Select your .blend file that you put in the cloud render folder
- Output File

- Select the subfolder in your render folder where you want the renders to be
output to

- Frame List
- Which frames in blender do you want to be rendered.

- Using a single number, like 73, will render that single frame
- To render frame sequentially, enter the first frame number followed by a ‘-’

character, and then enter the last frame number.
- Frames per task

- This is how many frames will be sent for a job to each computer.
- If your frames will take a long time to render you ideally will keep this

value low to minimize the chance for interruption and failure. If they are
quicker renders you can put this higher to make it more efficient. If you
don’t know where to start, try 5 and see how it goes.

- Addition arguments
- For standard CPU rendering in Cycles, you can leave this blank. We’ve hacked

this section so that we can pass a GPU rendering flag to the Blender render
command. If you want to, or need to, render with OptiX (GPU with ray tracing) or
CUDA (GPU render), you can pass the appropriate command as listed below.
Because we’ve altered this for GPU rendering, it may not work for other
commands.

- For OptiX rendering in cycles enter this as your additional argument
(without the quotes)

- “-- --cycles-device OPTIX”
- For Cuda rendering in cycles enter this as your additional argument

(without the quotes)
- “-- --cycles-device CUDA”

Then you can hit submit!

—--

The following shows entries for a GPU accelerated render using the ray tracing capabilities of
our Nvidia RTX graphics cards. Using OPTIX can greatly improve your rendering times, but may
not work properly for every Blender scene. Run some test renders and compare to standard
CPU rendering.



(this window shows settings for Cycles OPTIX rendering)

—--

You can watch the progress of your job by clicking on it in the job list. If you start to see red
errors, you can right click on your job and select “View Job Reports” which will pop up a window
with logs from the processes. If you search around in these logs and find an error they will
hopefully give you a clue as to what went wrong! If not, come to the helpdesk and we can help
you figure it out.

—--

If all goes well your renders will appear in the folder in the cloud!



—--

Troubleshooting

Where are my renders?
If Deadline Monitor shows that your render is done, the frames should be on the DMA Cloud in
your Deadline Renders folder. If you can’t find them where you expect, there is a good chance
your render output folder is set to /tmp in Blender. Make sure the output location in your
Scene->Output->Output is set to a relative path using the “//” shortcut. Here’s an example of
how the setting should look inside Blender for a images folder that is in the same directory as
the Blender file:

Why are my particles not rendering?
If your particle systems are rendering correctly when rendered locally in Blender, and you see
that particles are not rendering as expected through Deadline, it could mean that you need to
bake your particle system into the file. In Blender, set the current frame to the last frame in your
animation. From the outliner, select your particle system, click on the physics properties tab,
select simulation nodes, and click “Calculate to Frame”. Make sure the cache option is selected,



and then “Bake”. When you render again, your particle system will be baked into the file and
should render as expected.


